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ABSTRACT

1

Differential testing is widely used to detect bugs in compilers. Its
basic idea is to compile test programs with different compilers, and
compare their compilation results to detect bugs. In this research
line, researchers have proposed various approaches to generate test
programs. The state-of-the-art approaches can be roughly divided
into random-based and mutation-based approaches: random-based
approaches generate random programs and mutation-based approaches mutate programs to generate more test programs. Both
lines of approaches mainly generate random code, but it is more
beneficial to use real programs, since it is easier to learn the impacts
of compiler bugs and it becomes reasonable to use both valid and
invalid code. However, most real programs from code repositories
are ineffective to trigger compiler bugs, partially because they are
compiled before they are submitted.
In this experience paper, we apply two techniques such as differential testing and code snippet extraction to the specific research
domain of compiler testing. Based on our observations on the practice of testing compilers, we identify bug reports of compilers as
a new source for compiler testing. To illustrate the benefits of the
new source, we implement a tool, called LeRe, that extracts test
programs from bug reports and uses differential testing to detect
compiler bugs with extracted programs. After we enriched the test
programs, we have found 156 unique bugs in the latest versions of
gcc and clang. Among them, 103 bugs are confirmed as valid, and
9 bugs are already fixed. Our found bugs contain 59 accept-invalid
bugs and 33 reject-valid bugs. In these bugs, compilers wrongly
accept invalid programs or reject valid programs. The new source
enables us detecting accept-invalid and reject-valid bugs that
were usually missed by the prior approaches. The prior approaches
seldom report the two types of bugs. Besides our found bugs, we
also present our analysis on our invalid bug reports. The results
are useful for programmers, when they are switching from one
compiler to another, and can provide insights, when researchers
apply differential testing to detect bugs in more types of software.

As compilers are among the most popular and important software
and compiler bugs can lead to disastrous consequences, detecting
their bugs has been a hot research topic [34]. If multiple implementations shall follow a specification, differential testing [65] presents
a practical test oracle to detect bugs: given the same inputs, these
implementations shall produce identical outputs. A programming
language typically has more than one compiler, and it shall follow specific standards. For example, the International Organization for Standardization defines the standard for C++ [17], and all
C++ compilers shall follow this standard to compile code. As programming languages have specifications and multiple compilers,
researchers [34] have used differential testing to detect bugs in compilers. In differential testing, the diversity and quality of test inputs
determine the number and importance of detected bugs. Chen et
al. [41] reviewed 85 papers, and they found that 51% papers work
on the generation of test programs.
Although commercial test suites such as PlumHall [20] and SuperTest [21] are available, detecting compiler bugs needs more test
programs. Researchers generate test programs through two sources:
1. Random-based approaches generate syntactically valid programs, and to generate valid programs, random-based approaches
often take the grammars of programming languages as their inputs.
Early approaches are traced back to 1970s [53, 70]. As a more recent
tool, Yang et al. [85] propose CSmith that is based on random test
generation and generates C programs. Nagai et al. [66] generate
random C arithmetic expressions to detect arithmetic-optimization
bugs. Zhang et al. [88] propose an approach to generate effective
programs by identifying those equivalent ones. Chen et al. [42]
propose an approach that tunes the configurations of CSmith to
generate more diverse programs.
2. Mutation-based approaches change given programs to generate
more test programs. Sun et al. [73] mutate variable and function
names to generate programs. Holler et al. [54] mutate programs
by traversing their syntax trees. Le et al. [58, 59] propose a mutation technique called EMI. Given a C program, EMI compiles the
code, and executes the compiled code to collect its executed source
lines. EMI then removes unexecuted source lines, and compiles
the remaining code again. By comparing the outputs of the code
after the removal with those of the original code, researchers (e.g.,
[58, 72]) find that optimization bugs in compilers cause different
outputs. EMI has been extended to detect bugs in OpenCL [63] and
Simulink [46] compilers. Even if the mutation seeds are real code,
mutated programs are not real, and programmers may not write
such programs in practice.
Compared with random code, it is more beneficial to use real
code, since it is easier to learn the importance of a bug and it
becomes reasonable to use real invalid programs as meaningful
inputs for compiler testing (see the listed benefits in Section 2.2 for
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details). In this paper, we identify bug reports as a rich source to
collect such programs, based on the following observations:
1. Bug reports of compilers contain many useful test programs that
are derived from real projects. Although researchers can submit their
random or mutated programs, most bug reports of compilers are
submitted from real users, and their programs are derived from
real projects. To analyze faulty locations, those programs are often
reduced. Programs from bug reports are often challenging, and it
is unlikely to generate such programs via randomness or mutations. Although researchers can submit random programs, most
programs in bug reports come from real development, in that most
bug reporters are real users of compilers.
2. From bug reports, it is feasible to extract real test programs
for regression testing. As test programs in bug reports are useful,
we notice that the test program of at least a bug report [2] has
been added to the test suites of compilers [3]. As programmers
add only few test programs from bug reports to their test suites,
most test programs from bug report are still useful for regression
testing. Indeed, we have found recurring bugs, when we use the test
programs from a compiler to test this compiler (see long-standing
bugs and controversial programs in Section 4.2).
3. The test programs of a compiler are useful to test other compilers.
As described in the guideline of clang [1], its test suite contains
some test programs from the test suite of gcc. This practice confirms
that the test programs of a compiler are useful for other compilers.
When users encounter a compiler bug, users often report test programs to their used compiler. As a result, even after a bug is fixed
in a compiler, other compilers can still leave similar bugs unfixed.
Based on our observations, we conduct the first experience study,
in which we applied two automated software engineering techniques in compiler testing. Our contributions are as follows:
• The first exploration on an effective way of using real test
programs in compiler testing. We are the first to advocate
the using of real programs in compiler testing. An arbitrary
piece of real code is ineffective to detect compiler bugs. To
resolve this problem, we identify bug reports as a source
to mine effective real test programs for compiler testing.
To illustrate the benefits of the new source, we apply the
code extraction [26, 55, 69, 90] and differential testing [34]
techniques, and implement the two techniques in a tool
called LeRe to support our study.
• An experienced report that provides positive empirical evidences of our new source. We conducted an experience study
on gcc and clang. In total, we have found 156 bugs. Among
them, 103 bugs are confirmed as valid by their developers,
and 9 bugs are already fixed after we reported them. Our
found bugs include 59 accept-invalid bugs and 33 rejectvalid bugs. The prior approaches [58, 59, 85] do not report
the two types of bugs. Meanwhile, we found new crashes
and wrong-code bugs as they did.
• Lessons on false alarms of differential testing. We report the
limitations of differential testing, in its application of compiler testing. Our results show that although the differences
between compilers are typically bugs, there are cases where
differences are not considered as bugs. Most of such cases indicate undefined behaviors or conflicts in the C++ standard.
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2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

According to its website [4], ASE2022 calls for both technical research papers and experience papers. An experience paper describes
a significant experience in applying automated software engineering technology, and its evaluation criteria include the importance of
the problem, the insights from the study, and the identified lessons.
In this experience paper, we applied a software analysis technique
and a testing technique to enrich the test inputs for compiler testing. For the techniques, Section 2.1 introduces their background,
and Section 3.1 introduces the implementation. For the problem,
Section 1 introduces why it is desirable to extract test programs
from bug reports, and Section 2.2 further analyzes its importance.
For the insights, Section 4 shows that test programs from bug reports detected more than a hundred compiler bugs. For the lessons,
Section 5 shows that differential testing has inherent limitations.
Our research methodology is customized for experience papers,
and we do not list explicit research questions like empirical studies.

2.1

Automated SE Technology

This experience paper leverages a software analysis technique and
a software testing technique:
1. The software analysis technique. As a software analysis technique, extracting code snippets from a software engineering document is intensively studied. Bacchelli et al. [27, 28] propose approaches that extract code snippets from emails, and further extend
their approaches to extract more types of contents [25, 26]. Besides
emails, researchers have proposed approaches to extract code snippets from StackOverflow [69] and research articles [35]. In this
experience study, we extend this technique to extract programs
from the bug reports of gcc and clang. As an underlying technology, the code-snippet extraction has been an integration of various
approaches such as linking API and its learning resources [47],
detecting API documentation errors [90], and learning patterns of
self-admitted technical debts [87]. As extracting code snippets from
SE documents is intensively studied, it shall be feasible to extract
test programs from bug reports.
2. The testing technique. Differential testing is a widely used test
oracle to determine the correctness of test outputs. To compete the
market shares, there are typically multiple projects that implement
similar or even identical functions. The basic idea of differential
testing lies in that given the same inputs, the implementations shall
produce the same outputs. As a test oracle, differential testing has
been introduced to detect bugs in refactoring [48], cross-language
APIs [91], web browsers [45], virtual machines [64], crashes [56],
JVMs [89], SSL/TLS [44], and compilers [85]. When differential
testing is introduced to test compilers, the oracle is that compilers
shall consistently accept and reject code.
In this experience paper, we implemented a tool called, LeRe,
that extracts programs from bug reports, and compiles extracted
programs with differential testing.

2.2

Importance of Target Problem

Real programs may not effectively trigger compiler bugs, since they
are compiled before they are submitted to code repositories. Even
the mutated code of real programs is ineffective to detect compiler
bugs. For example, Le et al. [58, 59] mutated both random and real
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3.1

SUPPORT TOOL

LeRe

programs are real code. When generating test programs, most apsuch files, if a file has fewer than ten compilation errors, LeRe
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Yang et2017-02-07
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thatUTC
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[reply] [−]
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ureComment
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report
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z2.c
int
f()
Author:
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(Figure 1a), comments (Figure 1b), and error messages (Figure 1c).
{
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filterint
invalid
code,
if test programs
LeRe needs to extract programs from bug reports of compilers.
g()New
Revision:
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int a[( {int b} )];
}
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Save Changes

Description [reply] [−]

enum class E : int { prio = 666 };
void f (int) __attribute__((constructor(E::prio)));

is accepted with -std=c++11 whereas the conversion should require an
explicit cast. default_conversion -> decay_conversion ->
decl_constant_value_safe returns: <integer_cst 0x7ffff662efc0 type
<enumeral_type 0x7ffff6624b28 E> constant 666> and we then accept any
integer_cst.

error : constructor priorities must be integers from 0
Collapse
to 65535 All
inclusive
3 void f ( int
) __attribute__ (( constructor ( E :: prio ) ) ) ;
Comments
^
Expand All
1
2

Figure 3: Comments
The error message of gcc, after gcc 59281 is fixed.

heuristics to remove command lines and introduction sentences. In
particular, if a paragraph is identified as a program, LeRe checks
The example comes from PR 59211.
whether the first line starts with “$” or “#”. If it is, LeRe removes
it, since it is a command line. In addition, LeRe checks whether
Figure 2: The bug report of gcc59281
the first line ends with “:”. If it is, LeRe removes it, since it is an
Jason Merrill 2016-01-21 19:58:35 UTC
Comment 1 [reply] [−]
introduction sentence.
The
programs
ofan
bug
reports
more
difficult
to be extracted
The
testcase
gives
error
with are
pre-6,
probably
because
of delayed folding:
than
those of the other documents. First, the programs of bug
Execution and Comparison. LeRe extracted programs from
x.C:5:50: error: constructor priorities must be integers from 0 to 65535 3.1.3
inclusive
reports
are much shorter. For example, in Figure 5, three out of the
collected bug reports, and compiled them with gcc and clang. For
six programs have fewer than two lines of code. When programs
each test program, it initiates a thread, and compiles the program
https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=59281
1/2
are too short, it becomes more difficult to distinguish them from
with -c to avoid link
errors. All the other settings are default, but
other elements. Second, a program can be invalid. As such programs
it shall be feasible to enumerate more compiler options, and more
can have compilation errors, the borderline between programs and
compilers bugs (e.g., optimization bugs) can be thus detected. As
other elements is further weakened.
messages from compilers are automatically generated, they follow
To handle the problem, we extract three different types of feastrict formats. After a thread terminates, it parses its return mestures, and Table 1 shows our extracted features.
sages to determine whether a compiler accepts or rejects a test
1. Structure features (𝐹 1 and 𝐹 2 ). For structure features, Bacchelli
program. The results fall into five categories:
et al. [26] use an island parser to extract code features, and Zhong
(1) The AA category. Both compilers accept the program.
and Su [90] use an NLP parser to extract NLP features. LeRe com(2) The RA category. gcc rejects, but clang accepts.
bines both strategies. For each paragraph, it uses the Microsoft C++
(3) The AR category. gcc accepts, but clang rejects.
compiler to collect the number of compilation errors (𝐹 1 ), and uses
(4) The RRI category. Both compilers reject the program, and the
the language tool [18] to collect the number of grammar errors (𝐹 2 ).
error lines are identical.
2. Word features (𝐹 3 and 𝐹 4 ). For each paragraph, 𝐹 3 counts the
(5) The RRD category. Both compilers reject the program, but
number of keywords, and 𝐹 4 counts the number of parameters.
the error lines are different.
3. Punctuation features (𝐹 4 to 𝐹 8 ). The prior tools [26, 90] use
We found that the majority of programs fall into the AA and RRD
punctuation features to extract programs in Java. For C++, LeRe
categories, and only a small portion of programs fall into the RA
uses different punctuation features: for each paragraph, 𝐹 4 to 𝐹 8
and AR categories. In our study, we analyze and report programs
count the numbers of slashes, colons, dollars, and semicolons (i.e.,
of only the RA and AR categories. It is feasible to detect more bugs
“/”, “:”, “$”, and “;”).
from the other categories. For example, Le et al. [59] show that even
To extract programs, LeRe is built on the decision tree learnif a program compiles under different optimization flags, they can
ing [50]. Decision tree is a supervised classification technique. It
produce different outputs given the same inputs, so the AA category
constructs an if-else tree to classify instances. Each internal node
can still detect wrong-code bugs. As another example, although two
denotes a variable, and each leaf denotes a class. Furthermore, LeRe
compilers both reject a program, the compilation errors and their
uses AdaBoost [51] to improve its effectiveness. AdaBoost is a metalocations can be different, so the RRD category can also detect bugs.
level learning technique. It combines outputs of weak classifiers
In our study, we did not analyze such cases, since it requires test
into a weighted sum to predict better outputs.
inputs for compiled code, and it needs much more human efforts
LeRe predicts three types of elements in bug reports.
to determine whether such differences are bugs.
1. Programs. As shown in Figure 1a, some bug reports provide
C++ programs. LeRe needs these programs to enrich the test inputs
of testing compilers.
2. Comments. As shown in Figure 1b, comments are written in
natural languages (English in particular).
3. Others. LeRe predicts other elements than programs and comments into this category (e.g., the error message in Figure 1c).
Several paragraphs can construct a single program, but as the
prior approaches do, LeRe identifies programs by paragraphs. To
handle this problem, LeRe merges programs into one, if there are
no other elements between them. Meanwhile, a paragraph can have
multiple types of elements. For example, Figure 1a shows that a
program can have a corresponding command line ($cat z1.c in
this example) or an introduction sentence (e.g., “the program is as
follows:”). If we include them in a program, both compilers will
fail to compile it. To handle the problem, LeRe implements a set of

3.2

Highlight

In this section, we introduce the highlights of LeRe. As shown in
Figure 2, the bug reporter, Marc Glisse, pointed out that the second
line of the program requires an explicit cast, but gcc4.9.0 wrongly
accepts the program. The developers of gcc fixed the bug, and the
fixed gcc rejects the program, with the error message as shown
in Figure 3. LeRe extracted the program, and compiled it with the
latest gcc and clang (i.e., gcc9.0.0 and clang7.0.0). It found that
although the latest gcc rejects the code, the latest clang still accepts
it. We reported the inconsistency to clang. The bug was fixed [6],
one day after we reported it.
As shown in Figure 2. The gcc bug report does not attach the
program, but embeds the program in its description. If we feed descriptions to compilers, we will not find the clang bug [6], since both

Enriching Compiler Testing with Real Program from Bug Report
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Table 2: The precision, recall and f-score of different features.
All
program
comment
other
average

0.977
0.944
0.978
0.966

0.968
0.964
0.966
0.966

𝐹1
0.973
0.954
0.972
0.966

0.414
0.553
0.464
0.477

0.643
0.469
0.277
0.463

𝐹2
0.504
0.508
0.347
0.453

0.589
0.617
0.512
0.573

compilers will reject the description. LeRe extracts the program,
with its trained classifier (Section 3.1.2).
As shown in this example, our solution has the two benefits
as described in Section 2. For the first benefit, as we extract the
program from a bug report, the program in Figure 2 is a real program
that is simplified from a real project. For the second benefit, our
reported program is an invalid program. The prior approaches are
unlikely to detect this bug, since they generate only valid programs.
As a result, we have complemented the other two sources such
as random programs and mutated programs. First, our bug report
shows that the compiler can wrongly accept invalid programs. As
the code is invalid, the compiled code is also invalid and its behavior
is against the intension of programmers. When the bug occurs,
the compiler does not report any messages, so it is difficult for
programmers to manually identify it. However, the prior approaches
cannot detect this type of bugs. Second, our program is written in
C++, and its bug is located in the C++ component. In summary,
LeRe has the following two highlights:
Highlight 1. It extracts real programs, and its extracted programs
include both valid and invalid ones. Yang et al. [85] randomly generate programs as test inputs of compilers. Le et al. [58, 59] mutate
programs to generate more test inputs for compilers. Although
they have detected hundreds of bugs, both approaches can generate programs that human programmers will never write, and
such programs can trigger superficial bugs. In addition, the prior
tools are unlikely to generate some types of programs. For example,
the prior tools generate valid code, but programmers can write
invalid code that is wrongly accepted by compilers. With LeRe, we
reported bugs that are triggered by invalid programs, and some of
such reports are already confirmed and fixed (see Section 4.5.1).
Highlight 2. It is able to detect bugs in C++. Although it is difficult
for a tool to generate C++ programs, Sun et al. [73] show that users
have filed many bug reports in C++. From such bug reports, LeRe
has the potential to detect more types of bugs in more languages
(e.g., accepting invalid programs).
Besides the above achievements, we notice that LeRe has additional benefits. For example, our extracted programs of LeRe are
reduced, since in bug reports, developers often reduce programs
to locate which lines introduce bugs. As shown in Figure 2, our
program has only two lines of code. As another example, we have
found bugs that are unknown to both compilers. As LeRe extracts
programs from bug reports, it is unsurprising that our found bugs
are already known in the other compilers. In this example, our
reported clang bug is similar to the original gcc bug. If a program
is able to detect a bug in a compiler, the program is often written
in a controversial or complicated way. As a result, our extracted
programs can trigger other unknown bugs (see Section 4 for details).

𝐹 5 -𝐹 8

𝐹3, 𝐹4

0.777
0.647
0.324
0.583

0.67
0.632
0.397
0.566

0.527
0.514
0.741
0.594

0.689
0.704
0.239
0.544

3.3

Effectiveness

0.597
0.594
0.362
0.518

0.51
0.588
0.872
0.656

0.884
0.294
0.668
0.615

0.647
0.392
0.756
0.598

In our application, if other elements are wrongly identified as programs, they increase the execution time, but shall not change the
results, since both compilers will reject such programs. If programs
are wrongly identified as other elements, we can miss compiler
bugs, since these programs are not used as test inputs. As a result,
recalls are more important in our application. To construct the
golden standard of the evaluation, we manually classified 1,868
paragraphs. We conduct a tenfold cross validation on the dataset
to evaluate the effectiveness of LeRe.
Table 2 shows the results. Column “All” lists the results with
all our features, and the other columns show the results with only
given features. The three subcolumns of each column list precision,
recall, and f-score, and the three rows “code example”, “comment”,
and “other” show the results for classifying code examples, comments, and others, respectively. Row “average” shows the averages
of the three categories. Table 2 shows that a single type of features
is insufficient to achieve high f-scores. In particular, 𝐹 1 achieves
the lowest f-score, in that some programs are invalid. The results
highlight the challenges of our research problem. However, Column “All” shows that the combination of all the features accurately
extracts code examples from bug reports.

4

EXPERIENCE IN THE WILD

Although the results in Section 3.3 are quite positive, the purpose of
our study is more than presenting the effectiveness on datasets. We
next introduce our experience in the wild. Since April 2018, we have
used LeRe to detect bugs in gcc and clang. At the beginning, we used
gcc 8.0.1 and clang 7.0.0. When we started to report our found
bugs, in June 2018, a gcc developer complained that gcc 8.0.1 is not
the latest version anymore, and asked us to try our bugs on the latest
version. We updated our gcc to 9.0.0. As a result, most of our bugs
are found in gcc 9.0.0 and clang 7.0.0. However, after developers
reproduced our bugs, they updated the versions of our bug reports
to the versions of their own gcc or clang. Our found bugs are listed
on our project website: https://github.com/drhaozhong/otherbugreport
In summary, we achieved the following goals:
1. Many confirmed bugs. In total, we have found 156 bugs. Among
them, 103 bugs are confirmed as valid by their developers, and 7
bugs are already fixed after we reported them. As a comparison, Le
et al. [58] found 147 bugs, 77 of which are found in the latest version.
Our bugs are comparable with theirs. All our bugs are found in the
latest versions of gcc and clang, and they are unknown before we
submit them. It is feasible to tune approaches according to bugs, if
bugs are already known. Intuitively, it is more challenging to detect
unknown bugs.
2. New types of bugs. In total, we found 59 accept-invalid bugs
and 33 reject-valid bugs. The prior approaches [58, 59, 85] do not
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class test {
friend int bar ( int = true ) ;
3 };

Table 3: Overall result.

1

gcc

clang

total

fixed
new
moved
reopen
suspended
won’t fix

5
31
0
0
4
0
40

4
18
1
1
0
3
27

9
49
1
1
4
3
67

duplicate

24

5

29

unconfirmed

7

0

7

invalid

16

37

53

report the two types of bugs. Meanwhile, we found new crashes
and wrong-code bugs as they did.
3. Several long-standing bugs. For both compilers, we found several long-standing bugs. Although these bugs were fixed in one
compiler about ten years ago, they have been in the other compiler
for ten years, and most of them are unknown, until we reported
our found bugs. Our bug reports attracted developers’ attention,
and finally they are fixed in the latest versions.
4. Bugs that are never reported in any compilers. Some of our
programs trigger quite different bugs from their original bug reports.
Some of such bugs are never found in any compilers, before we
report them.

4.1

Setup

Hardware and compilers. We have performed our testing on
a machine (E5-2620v4 Xeon CPU) running Ubuntu 18.04 (x86_64).
For both compilers, we used their default settings. As developers
often reduce programs, most of our extracted programs are short,
and do not even have the main functions. To avoid link errors, we
add the flag, -c, and focus on the compiling process.
Collecting known bug reports. We used LeRe to download
the bug reports of gcc and clang. Among downloaded bug reports,
we analyzed only reports whose resolutions are fixed and are not
duplicate. As bug reports are not duplicate, their programs are
unlikely repetitive. To show the benefits of LeRe, we analyzed the
bug reports that are related to the C++ components of gcc and
clang. In total, we analyzed 9,708 bug reports from gcc, and 3,213
bug reports from clang.

4.2

Overall Result

With LeRe, we have obtained the following achievements:
1. LeRe found new types of bugs that are never reported by the prior
approaches. In total, we have filed 156 bug reports, and most of them
are bugs in the C++ components of gcc and clang. Among them, 103
bugs are confirmed as valid, and 9 bugs are already fixed. Besides 8
crashes and 1 wrong-code bug, LeRe found 59 accept-invalid bugs
and 33 reject-valid bugs. In an accept-invalid bug, a compiler
accepts an invalid program, and in a reject-valid bug, a compiler
rejects a valid program. The prior approaches seldom report the
two types of bugs.
2. LeRe found bugs that do not appear in prior bug reports. As
LeRe reuses programs from other compilers, it is unsurprising

2

(a) The program of gcc59480
class Test {
2 friend const int getInt ( int inInt = 0) ;
3 };
1

(b) The program of gcc86502

Figure 4: Our bug report (gcc86502) was marked as a duplicate
of a previous bug report (gcc59480). Although gcc59480 was
reported in 2013, it was fix, only one month after we reported
our duplicate bug.
that some of our reported bugs are similar to original bug reports
of the other compilers. For example, the program in Figure 6e is
extracted from a clang bug report [10]. The two bugs are identical.
When we reported the gcc bug, we even copied a sentence from the
original clang bug report. However, LeRe also found bugs that have
little connections with their original bug reports. For example, in
Section 4.3, we introduce that our report bug (gcc86502) speeds up
the repair process of a known bug (gcc59480). Our code example is
extracted from a clang bug report [8]. clang crashes on this program,
which is irrelevant with our reported gcc bug (gcc59480). As another
example, the program in Figure 7a is extracted from a clang bug
report [5]. clang miscompiles the program, but gcc crashes when
compiling it. The program triggers a wrong-code bug in clang, but
an ice bug in gcc. Although some of our reported bugs are known
in other compilers, our results show that LeRe found bugs that are
never reported in any compilers.
3. LeRe found several long-standing bugs. As shown in Section 4.3,
one of our duplicate bugs raised attention to a bug that was reported
in 2013, and it was finally fixed one month after we reported it.
Indeed, besides this bug, we found other long-standing bugs. For
example, Figure 8 shows a program. The program is extracted from
a clang bug report [9] that was reported in 2010. As the clang
bug says, the program comes from an earlier gcc bug [11] that
was reported in 2007. Both the gcc bug and the clang bug were
marked as fixed. However, we found that even the latest gcc and
clang handle it differently, and we reported this bug to gcc [13]. Its
developers explained the issue: “CWG 1839 hasn’t been resolved yet
and doesn’t even have a proposed resolution in the issues list...If 1839
is going to make more changes in this area then this PR should be
suspended until any change happens”.
4. LeRe found some controversial programs. For example, in our
bug report [7], we find that gcc4.8, 5.2, 9.0, and clang3.6 accept a
program, but gcc6.0 and clang7.0 reject it. It is difficult for other
tools to generate such programs, since a machine typically does
not understand whether the differences are reasonable.
5. Most reported programs are reduced. The programs in Figures 5d,
5e, 5f, and 6d have only one or two lines of code. When developers
fix a compiler bug, they often manually reduce programs. As our
programs are often reduced, it saves the effort to locate bugs.

4.3

Quantitative Result

Table 3 shows our overall results. In total, we find 156 bugs. Among
them, 103 bugs are real bugs. In particular, 9 bugs are fixed after we
report them; 49 bugs are confirmed as new bugs; 1 bug is moved; 1

Enriching Compiler Testing with Real Program from Bug Report
template < typename > struct traits ;
template < typename T > struct X {
3 X & operator = ( X &&) noexcept
4
( traits < T >:: foo () ) ;
5 };
6 template < typename T >
7 X < T > &
8 X < T >:: operator = (X &&) noexcept
9 ( traits < T >:: bar () ) {
10
return * this ;
11 }
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template < class T >
class A {
3 static T a;
4 };
5 template < class T >
6 T A <T >:: a;
7 class B { };
8 template
9 int A <B >:: a ;

1

1

2

(a) clang accepts the code, but it is invalid,
since the declaration has a different exception specifier.
1
2

int x =
reinterpret_cast < const int && >(1.0 f);

(d) gcc accepts the invalid code. It violates
[expr.reinterpret.cast].

2

# include < typeinfo >
# include < iostream >
3 template < class A , class B > void f () {
4
std :: cout << std :: boolalpha
5
<< ( typeid (A ) == typeid ( B) ) << '\ n ';
6 }
7 int main () {
8
f < void () const , void () >() ;
9 }

1

2

(b) clang accepts the code, but the code is
invalid, since it violates [dcl.fct].
1

(c) clang accepts the code. The code is invalid for the explicit template instantiation, because the type given for the static
variable does not match the one in the class
template.
1

auto l = [=]{};

(e) gcc accepts the code, but the code is invalid, since it violates [expr.lambda] p9.

2

struct S { struct T {}; };
:: decltype (S () ) :: T st ;

(f) gcc accepts the code, but the code is invalid, since it expects unqualified-id.

(a) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38141; (b) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=37846; (c) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38205; (d) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/
show_bug.cgi?id=86633; (e) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86499; and (f) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86500

Figure 5: accept-invalid bugs
struct X {
2
template < class T >
3
void foo () ;
4 };
5 struct Base {
6
X get () ;
7 };
8 template < class >
9 struct Derived : Base {
10
void foo () {
11
auto result = Base :: get () ;
12
result . foo < void >() ;
13
}
14 };
15 template struct Derived < int >;
1

template < typename ... Args >
void spurious ( Args ... args ) {
3
(... + args ). member ;
4 }
5 int main () {}
1
2

(a) clang rejects the code, since it fails to
parse the fold expression.

(b) clang determines that the template names
are dependent, but they are not.
1

# include < stddef .h >
2 :: nullptr_t n ;
1

(d) clang rejects this code. [depr.c.headers]
says that it is valid.

2
3

# include < stdio .h >
struct X {
3 X () { printf (" X () : this =% p \ n " , this ) ;}
4 X( const X & other ) {
5
printf ( "X ( const &X ) : this =% p ,
6
other =% p \ n" , this , & other ) ; }
7 ~ X () { printf ( "~ X () : this =% p \ n " ,
8
this ) ; }
9 operator bool () {
10
printf ( " X :: operator bool () :
11
this =% p \n " , this ) ; return true ; }
12 };
13 int main () {
14 X x = X () ? : X () ;
15 }
1
2

(c) gcc rejects the code, since it miscalculates the type of a return value.

struct A {
static int const B = sizeof B ;
};

(e) gcc rejects the valid code, but clang rejects it.

void f( char *) ;
int & f (...) ;
3 int & r = f (" foo " ) ;
1

2

(f) gcc, icc, and MSVC reject the valid code,
but clang accepts it.

(a) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38282; (b) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38299; (c) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86184; (d) https://bugs.llvm.org/
show_bug.cgi?id=38216; (e) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86431; and (f) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86498

Figure 6: reject-valid bugs
bug is initially marked as invalid but later is marked as reopen; 4
bugs are suspended before assigning to programmers; and 3 bugs
are marked as won’t fix. When we reported our bugs, we selected
the default severity, since Tian et al. [77] show that it is difficult to
select proper the severity of a bug report and programmers tend
to ignore the severity. Like Le et al. [59], in our study, more gcc
bugs are confirmed, since gcc developers pay more attention to the
comparability of compilers.
Although they are valid, 29 bugs were marked as duplicate. Bettenburg et al. [32] argue that duplicated bug reports are not harmful.
Although our reported bugs were marked as duplicate, we found
that they report different programs, and our duplicate bugs boost
the repair process of some bugs. For example, in 2013, a developer,
named Tobias Burnus, reported that gcc accepts the program as
shown in Figure 4a, but clang rejects it [12]. The reporter believed
that the program violates the C++ specification. OpenMandriva [19]

is a Linux operation system. In the follow-up discussion of the
bug report [12], another developer mentioned that OpenMandriva
switched its compiler from gcc to clang, partially due to this bug.
However, this bug was not fixed before we reported our found bug.
We reported a bug on July 12th 2018 [16], and Figure 4b shows our
program. Our reported bug (gcc86502) was resolved as a duplicate
of gcc59480. After that, gcc developers submitted three patches on
July 18th 2018, July 19th 2018, and August 7th 2018. Finally, the bug
was fixed five years after it was first reported.
In total, 7 bugs are unconfirmed, and 53 bugs are marked as
invalid. Section 5 presents our invalid bugs.

4.4

Bug Category

The gcc developers classified some of our bug reports with keywords. Following their definition, we classified all our bug reports.
Table 4 shows our classification results: accept-invalid denotes
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struct A {
int * a ;
3 A( int a) : a ( new int ( a ) ) {}
1 # include < stdio .h >
4 ~ A () { delete a ; }
2 template < typename T > static char const * f(
5 A( const A &) = delete ;
T * t) {
6 A (A && other ) { a = other . a ; other . a = 0;
3 T u (* t );
};
4 u .x = " hello world " ;
7 operator bool () { return true ; }
5 printf ( "% s\n " , u. x) ;
8 int operator *() { return * a ; }
6 return " initialized ";
9 };
7 }
10 static A makeA ( int x ) { return A ( x) ; }
8 int main () {
11 int main () {
9 union { char const *x = f( this ) ; };
12 A c = makeA (42) ?: makeA ( -1) ;
10 printf (" %s\ n" , x) ;
13 return * c ;
11 }
14 }
1
2

(a) An internal compilation error of gcc.

(b) A wrong-code error.

class X {
public :
3
int i;
4 };
5 inline const int & OHashKey ( const X & x ) {
6 return x. i ;
7 }
8 int main () {
9 extern const int & OHashKey ( const X& x ) ;
10 X x ;
11 return OHashKey ( x );
12 }
1
2

(c) A link failure of gcc.

(a) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86182; (b) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86385; and (c) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86208

Figure 7: Other bugs
Table 4: Bug category of our detected bugs.

accept-invalid
reject-valid
ice
other

gcc

clang

total

40
22
6
5

19
11
2
1

59
33
8
6

that a compiler wrongly accepts an invalid program; reject-valid
denotes that a compiler wrongly rejects a valid program; and ice
denotes internal compiler errors which often cause crashes.
As shown Table 4, we find 92 accept-invalid and reject-valid
bugs. The results indicate that most of our programs are borderline
cases, which introduce controversial compilation results. It is rather
difficult for a tool to generate such borderline cases, especially when
the differences shall be meaningful to programmers. As a result,
the prior approaches [58, 85] did not find the two types of bugs.
Besides the two types of bugs, Table 4 shows 8 ice bugs, and 1
wrong-code bug. Most ice bugs are crashes, and most bugs of Yang
et al. [85] are crashes. Le et al. [58] define that wrong-code refers to
runtime errors of compiled code. As we did not execute compiled
code, we did not report our bugs as wrong-code bugs, but one of our
reported bugs was marked as wrong-code by gcc developers [15].
Le et al. [58] detected performance bugs. When LeRe compared
the results of compilers, we found that both compilers hang on
some programs. At that time, we did not know that they were
performance bugs, and we ignored them.
LeRe detected even more types of bugs than the above-mentioned
bugs. We present their programs in Section 4.5.3.

4.5

Sample Bug

As LeRe extracts programs from reported bugs, it has the potential
to detect any type of bugs, if that type of bugs were once reported.
However, as the first work in this research line, we did not prepare
the required inputs of some bugs. For example, as we did not prepare
test inputs for compiled code, it is less effective to detect wrong-code
bugs than the prior work [58, 85]. As another example, we have not
detected any optimization bugs, since we did not try corresponding
flags as the prior work [58, 85] did. However, we found two types of
bugs, i.e., accept-invalid bugs and reject-valid bugs, which were
never reported by the prior approaches [58, 85].

4.5.1 Accept-invalid bugs. In an accept-invalid bug, a compiler
wrongly accepts an invalid program.
Figure 5a shows a program. clang accepts it, but it is invalid,
since the noexcept methods in Lines 3 and 7 do not match. The bug
was already fixed after we reported it. Figure 5b shows a program.
clang developers once marked the bug report as invalid, but later
changed it to reopen. A clang developer left a message: “After some
discussion on the core reflector, ... a strict reading of [dcl.fct]p6 suggests
that it is not in the set, so GCC is correct to reject.” Figure 5c shows
another clang bug. A developer confirmed that they did not check
static data: “We diagnose the mismatch for variable templates but
strangely not for static data members of class templates”. Figure 5d
shows a gcc bug. gcc accepts it, but a developer confirmed that
the code is invalid: “[expr.reinterpret.cast] p11 covers casting to a
reference type, and is only allowed when the source is a glvalue, so
this is invalid”. Figure 5e shows an ill-formed lambda expression.
A developer confirmed that icc and msvc also wrongly accept the
program. Figure 5f shows another gcc bug. gcc accepts the program,
but a developer confirmed that clang, icc, and msvc all correctly
reject the program.
4.5.2 Reject-valid bugs. In a reject-valid bug, a compiler wrongly
rejects a valid program.
Figure 6a shows a clang bug. It is a valid code, since a foldexpression is a primary-expression. The bug is already fixed after
we reported it. Figure 6b shows a valid program, but clang rejects it.
A developer indicated that this may be a known bug, since a related
source file has a FIXME in its code comments. Figure 6c shows a gcc
bug. gcc rejects a valid program. Its developers already fixed the
bug, after we reported it. Figure 6d shows another clang bug. clang
developers confirmed that it is a bug, and icc has the same problem.
However, they did not identify which libraries shall be changed to
fix the bug. Figure 6e shows a gcc bug. gcc determines that B is not
declared, but it is. Figure 6f shows another gcc bug. A developer
confirmed that icc and msvc also wrongly reject the program.
4.5.3 Other bugs. Besides the accept-invalid bugs and reject-valid
bugs, LeRe detected a few other bugs.
Figure 7a shows an ice bug in gcc. gcc crashes when it compiles
the program. The buggy code does not fully check the conditions,
before it handles anonymous aggregates. The bug was fixed, after
we reported it. Figure 7b shows a wrong-code bug in gcc. In Line 12,

Enriching Compiler Testing with Real Program from Bug Report
extern "C " void abort () ;
static int i ;
3 int * p = & i;
4 int main () {
5 int i;
6 {
7
extern int i ;
8
i = 1;
9
*p = 2;
10
if (i == 2) abort () ;
11 }
12 return 0;}
1

2

Figure 8: The program is extracted from a bug report of 2007,
and it still triggers a bug in the trunk version of gcc.
gcc considers 42 and -1 as const A& and A&&, instead of integer values.
A developer confirmed that “Maybe the object is being copied by an
implicitly-defined copy constructor, but that’s meant to be deleted and
overload resolution should have used the move constructor”. Figure 7c
shows a link failure. A flag is no longer set, so a check is disable,
after gcc3.2. As a result, latter versions have the problem. After
we reported the bug [14], gcc developers have fixed the bug four
months later.

4.6

Threat to Validity

The threat to internal validity includes the manual process to determine real bugs. We once reported dozens of bugs in a day, and
our reported bugs were not related. Compiler developers suspected
that we were not real users. In that day and the follow-up days,
they marked many of our bug reports as invalid or duplicated. To
reduce the threat, we list all our bug reports on our website, so
others can inspect our found bugs based on their own expertise. The
threat to internal validity also includes random test programs, since
researchers can submit such programs in their bug reports. Still,
the impacts shall be minor, since most bugs are reported by real
programmers, even if their programs can be reduced. The threat to
external validity includes the generality of LeRe to other languages.
Although this is a limitation to our tool, it reveals that our research
direction has many research opportunities.

5

LESSON ON DIFFERENTIAL TESTING

We notice that some of our reported bugs were marked as invalid.
Differential testing has long been introduced to detect compiler
bugs [34, 85], but most researchers did not report their found invalid
bug reports in their papers. Although Le et al. [58, 59] reported
several invalid bug reports, they did not analyze why their bug
reports were considered as invalid. We carefully analyzed our invalid bug reports. Although they are marked as invalid, we find that
they detect useful difference between compilers. Figure 9 shows
the cases where this oracle fails:
Figure 9a shows a bug report. Lines 5 and 6 of its program declare
two items with the same name. A clang developer explains that the
validity of this program is undefined: “CWG does not have a consensus position on the desired validity of this example”. Figure 9b shows
a clang report. In C++, _Atomic is undefined: “_Atomic is a reserved
identifier (per [lex.name]), with no defined meaning in C++, so we
can define it to mean whatever we want”. Figure 9c shows a clang
bug report. clang accepts it, but gcc produces an error message
on Line 5. A developer explained that their flexible array member
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extensions are different: “Clang’s flexible array member extension
isn’t the same as GCC’s, and allows this”. Figure 9d shows an invalid gcc bug report. clang complains that in Line 2 the requested
alignment is dependent but the declaration is not dependent. A
developer explained “This is an explicit extension which GCC supports. Clang might not want to support this extension but GCC does”.
Figure 9e shows a gcc bug report. clang accepts it, but gcc produces
an error message on Line 1. A gcc developer explained “We don’t
have attribute ext_vector_type (we have vector_size). Gcc warns about
it”. Figure 9f shows an invalid gcc bug report. A gcc developer explained the difference: “The standard says passing non-trivial types
through varargs is conditionally-supported so an implementation can
either support it, or reject it with a diagnostic”.
Although these differences are false alarms, it is useful to warn
programmers the differences. If programmers blindly believe that
their code will produce the same results across compilers, they
can introduce many latent bugs. Programmers shall understand the
differences, when they are switching from one compiler to the other.
Most of our found false alarms are undefined in the C++ standard,
which highlights the importance of drafting better standards.
Indeed, all test oracles have limitations. For example, a test oracle says that programs shall not crash [30], but even this widely
believed test oracle can fail. For example, if a pirated key is sent to
a game server, the game can crash as designed, but this crash is not
considered as a bug.
Some programmers complain that bug detection tools have high
false alarms [57]. Besides incomplete specifications [60] and the
limitations of detection techniques [57], we identify that test oracles
can also introduce false alarms. However, our findings shall not be
interpreted as an excuse to only reject papers. Indeed, as a response
of such reviewer comments, many researchers start to hide their
false alarms with various tricks. In our humble view, this is not a
constructive way to build the knowledge, and introduces long-term
harms to the research community. Instead, we list the false alarms
in our paper, so follow-up researchers can understand the inevitable
false alarms and locate where to make improvements.

6

RELATED WORK

Empirical studies on bug reports and compiler testing. Researchers [23, 52, 61] conducted various empirical studies to understand the characteristics of bug reports. Researchers also conducted
empirical studies to compare compiler testing approaches [39] or
to analyze the characteristics of compiler bugs [71]. Our work is
not an empirical study, but an experience paper. In our research
context, the technology includes differential testing and extracting
code snippets from SE documents, and our target problem explores
a new source for extracting compiler test inputs. Our experience
report shows that our problem is practical important for compiler
developers, since they have confirmed more than one hundred bugs.
Our lessons provide insights on the limitation of differential testing,
and these findings can motivate exciting research on this issue.
Bug report analysis. Bettenburg et al. [31] analyze factors that
contribute to a good bug report. A hot research line is to identify
duplicate bug reports [67, 74, 76], and the other hot research line is
to assign bug reports [23, 24, 82]. Tian et al. [78] build the priority
list of bug reports. Bachmann et al. [29] and Wu et al. [81] build
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namespace N{
int i ;
3 }
4 void f () {
5 using N :: i;
6 using N :: i;
7 }
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struct x0 {
x0 () = default ;
3 };
4 struct x1 {
5 x0 x2 [];
6 void x3 () {
7
x1 () ;
8 }
9 };

1

1

2

2

(a) The C++ standard (http://wg21.link/
cwg36) does not have a consensus postilion
on this program.

struct AtomicInt
{
3 _Atomic ( int ) Atomic ;
4 };
5 AtomicInt GlobalAtomic0 = {0};
6 constexpr AtomicInt GlobalAtomic1 = {0};
1
2

(b) clang and gcc handle _Atomic differently,
since it is a reserved identifier without defined
meaning in C++.

(c) The two compilers have different
flexible-array-member extension.
1
2
3
4

template < typename T > void Fun (T A) {
2 typedef int __attribute__ (( __aligned__ (A ))
) T1 ;
3 int k1 [ __alignof__ ( T1 ) ];
4 }

1

(d) gcc supports the explicit extension, but
clang does not.

5
6
1

2

typedef __attribute__ (( ext_vector_type (4) ) )
int vi4 ;
const int &r = vi4 (1) .x ;

(e) clang implements the ext_vector_type
attribute, but gcc does not.

7
8
9

struct Foo {
Foo () {}
Foo ( const Foo &) {}};
void f (...) ;
void g () {
Foo foo ;
f( foo ) ;
void (* fp ) (...) = f ;
fp ( foo ) ;}

(f) The C++ standard does not defines behaviors clearly.

(a) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38144; (b) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=37922; (c) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38265; (d) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/
show_bug.cgi?id=86578; (e) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86477; and (f) https://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=86562

Figure 9: False alarms
the links between bug reports and bug fixes. Zhou et al. [92] locate
buggy files of a given bug report. LeRe extracts test inputs from
bug reports, complementing these approaches.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To generate more test programs for compilers, researchers have
proposed approaches that randomly generate programs or mutate
existing programs. Compared with random code, it is more interesting to generate real test programs, since it is feasible to trace
their authors and it is reasonable to use both valid and invalid real
programs. However, an arbitrary source file is often ineffective to
detect compiler bugs. Based on our observations on the bug fix
process of compiler bugs, we identify bug reports as a new source
for enriching compiler testing. To illustrate the benefits of the new
source and to support our study, we implement LeRe that extracts
test programs from bug reports and uses differential testing to detect compiler bugs. With LeRe, our experience report shows that
more than one hundred new bugs were found, and two types of
our found bugs are never reported in the prior approaches. Furthermore, while the prior approaches found bugs in C programs, LeRe
is able to handle other programming languages.
Some next research opportunities are as follows.
Detecting more types of compiler bugs. With our extracted
test programs, the prior compiler testing approaches [36, 37, 43] can
have more test inputs, and more types of compiler bugs can be thus
detected. First, a bug report often contains an original test program
and its reduced version. Taking original programs as inputs, it is
feasible to detect more wrong-code bugs as the prior work [58, 85]
did, and comparing original programs with their reduced versions
can motivate better techniques to reduce test programs [26, 55, 69].
Second, we can try more compiler flags to detect optimization bugs
as other researchers [58, 59, 85] do. Finally, Le et al. [58] believe
that it is feasible to extend their approach to support C++. After
they extend their tool, it is feasible to feed our extracted programs

to Le et al. [58, 59] as their seeds. The combination can detect more
bugs in the C++ component, especially for the optimization phases.
Exploring other sources to extract effective real programs
for compiler testing. Although bug reports of compilers provide a
rich source of real test programs, the compilers for a new programming language may not have many bug reports. For such compilers,
we envisage other sources to extract real test programs. For example, Yan et al. [83] show that programmers can workaround
compiler bugs, and such changes can be identified from commits
of code repositories. In particular, if bug reports mention compiler
bugs, it is feasible identify the code fragments from corresponding
commits [62]. After such programs are mined, many follow-up approaches shall be extended to handle real programs. For example, Le
et al. [58] complain that it is difficult to reduce real programs. When
reducing programs, most approaches [38, 40, 68, 79] assume that
the file that triggers compiler bugs is a single file. To enable such
approaches for real programs, researchers shall narrow compiler
bugs to a single file.
Generating test cases from the bug reports of other applications. For example, some recent approaches (e.g., [84]) can detect
similar modules across different projects. Furthermore, a recent
study [75] asks students to detect bugs of an Android application,
based on the known bug reports of its related applications, and
these students have detected some bugs with similar symptoms in
this way. Bettenburg et al. [33] proposed an approach that extracts
structural information from bug reports. Researchers have explored
how to generate test inputs based on core dumps [80], runtime
logs [86], and natural language descriptions [49]. These approaches
can be useful to extend LeRe.
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